Real Solutions that Improve Student Learning!
2022 Legislative Agenda
1. An aggressive bill, including strong penalties, to prohibit teaching Critical Race Theory and Action
Civics in Florida K-12 public schools. We also believe it is appropriate to include protection from CRT
for state employees and students at state supported colleges and universities.
2. Authorize Universal Education Savings Accounts for all Florida K-12 students and expand parental
choice options and eligibility for the McKay, Hope, Tax Credit Reading and Family Empowerment
Scholarships.
3. A Harmful to Minors materials bill to strengthen Florida’s Obscenity chapter 847 for Minors; to
prevent exposure to pornographic and sexually explicit material. These materials harm children and
potentially groom them to be trafficked.
4. A strong Opt-In bill putting parents in control of their child’s education. Among other things such a bill
would allow parents to prevent their children from being exposed to sexually explicit materials being
used in the classroom or recommended on any k-12 reading list.
5. Make clear that the legal definition of Instructional Materials used in public schools means ALL
materials used in a classroom including but not limited to textbooks, teachers’ guides, online,
supplemental and media center materials. All such materials should be subject to Florida law and
State Board of Education rules.
6. A state requirement that every school district must have a supplemental materials policy that
requires any material used in the classroom to adhere to FS 1003.34, FS Chapter 847 and FS 1006.28,
FS 1006.283, and all Florida Child Abuse Statutes (FS Chapter 827).
7. Legislation prohibiting mandatory mask mandates and COVID-19 vaccinations for any resident of
Florida specifically including minors.
8. Installing video cameras in public school classrooms, at sporting events and at school sponsored
meetings on school property.

Supporting Detail
1) Prohibiting CRT- draft language has been provided to Rep Spencer Roach based on a law passed and
signed into law in OK. Rep Fine also just released a comprehensive CRT bill we are assessing
2) An ESA is being pursued by Americans For Prosperity and FLCA will aggressively support.
3) FLCA will pursue based on the original 2021 language of SB 410 filed by Senator AM Rodriguez. Pacific
Justice Institute has been retained to assist in updating SB 410 language and updating FLCA’s 2019
Porn Report with Public Records Requests for a list of 58 novels containing sexually explicit material.
Link
4) Draft opt in language attached Link
5) Draft instructional materials language attached Link
6) Draft Supplemental Language attached Link
7) Separate Draft Language attached for prohibiting mandatory Masks and Vaccinations
Masks Link
Vaccination Link
8) Working with Rep Bob Rommel on Transparency language for the classroom that includes
requirement for all teachers to be required to wear an active microphone anytime in the classroom
or providing distance learning. The audio will be live streamed and recorded with penalties for
teachers who fail to wear and activate their microphone.

